Solution Brief

Zscaler Insights
Our experts are your experts.
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The Zscaler Insights security service helps your cyberdefense team reduce business risk with end-to-end
support from Zscaler’s most experienced security experts.

Curated threat
intelligence

Extend your team

Gain direct access to
the know-how of 125+
experienced analysts and
threat researchers from
our ThreatLabz unit.

Actionable threat
intelligence from Zscaler’s
global cloud, tailor-made
for you by our research
and analyst teams.

The challenge
The MITRE ATT&CK framework has close to 191
techniques and 386 sub-techniques. There’s a

Reduce “time to know”
and “time to respond”
Context, playbooks,
and toolkits help you
cross-functionally bridge
the gap between alerts
and action.

Build resilience

Interactive, specialist
sessions on strengthening
your security posture
across Zscaler’s platform.

of defenders. Helping them focus, prioritize,
and succeed against even the most
sophisticated threats.

constant stream of threat intel. There are new

We use Zscaler’s global visibility to curate the

breaches to learn from and new techniques

threats that matter most to you and work with

to test resilience against. There’s information

each function in your SOC to develop defenses

scattered in blogs, Twitter threads, vendor

against them. This approach brings efficiency,

reports, and GitHub projects. To say adversaries

focus, and impact. MITRE calls this ‘threat-

are adapting every day is not just a security

informed defense’ – using a deep understanding

cliche. With the industry experiencing a global

of the adversary to focus on what matters most.

talent crunch, even while armed with more tools
and telemetry than ever before, defenders are
overwhelmed and overworked.

With Zscaler Insights, you gain direct access to
our ThreatLabz research team - some of the
industry’s sharpest threat-hunters, malware

Not every threat is equal and not every attack

analysts, offensive security specialists, and

vector is relevant, so what should your defenders

incident responders. They work directly with your

focus on? How do you stay proactive with

team and across your Zscaler estate, delivering:

defense when you have personnel constraints?

• Curated intelligence: Zscaler ThreatLabz

And how do you ensure everyone, from your

researchers are constantly analyzing the 300T+

junior analysts to your purple team, is working in

data points across 6,000+ customers and

lock-step on threat defense initiatives that have

100K+ decoys deployed worldwide for the

the highest impact?

latest attacks. They will refine, contextualize, and
tailor-make this intelligence specifically for you.

Introducing Zscaler Insights
security service

• Threat analytics: Zscaler will hunt to see if
any of these attacks are pertinent to your

Zscaler Insights is a premium service for security

environment, geography, industry, etc. If so,

teams that rebalances the attack equation in favor

we will provide detailed IOCs, IOAs, TTPs, and
advice to your teams.
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• Toolkits & playbooks: Zscaler will develop
validation tools and targeted playbooks for
these threats that can be used by your threathunting and purple teams to test your defenses.
• Executive briefings: Zscaler will conduct
quarterly review sessions with your executives
to summarize how the teams were able to
reduce business risk by addressing these attack
vectors.

Powered by the world’s premier
cloud threat research team
ThreatLabz comprises more than 125 global
experts in threat research, adversary operations,
malware reverse engineering, cyber espionage,
and crimeware from diverse public and private
sector backgrounds. The team uses proprietary
tooling and ML models to hunt for the tactics,
tools, and procedures of the most advanced

• Ask-an-expert: Your teams can tap into

adversary groups across our security cloud.

the experts via live one-on-one sessions

Also responsible for the security of the Zscaler

on security topics such as Active Directory

cloud platform, ThreatLabz experts have unique

hardening, lateral movement control, EDR

insight into the most effective operations and

evasion, or anything else your teams need help

policies for the Zero Trust Exchange, giving you

with.

an unparalleled edge in hardening your security
posture. As a seamless extension of your team,

Built on the world’s largest
security cloud
The best signal powers the best response.
The Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange brokers all
connections between users, resources, and
destinations, giving Zscaler unrivaled visibility
across more than 300 trillion signals and 150

ThreatLabz acts as a force multiplier for your
security operations. Stay updated on the latest
ThreatLabz research by subscribing to our Trust
Issues newsletter.

Unrivaled insight paired with expert
assistance

million unique threat events every day. All

Our goal for Zscaler Insights is to help you

telemetry is collected, correlated, and made

continuously reduce business risk, by boosting

accessible to ThreatLabz experts across the entire

your security posture with highly actionable

global Zscaler install base, providing the cloud-

threat insights to prioritize protection for the most

scale telemetry needed to identify and defend

likely and impactful attacks. Contact your Zscaler

against emerging vulnerabilities, exploits, and

account manager to get started with Zscaler

attack tactics.

Insights.

About Zscaler
Zscaler (NASDAQ: ZS) accelerates digital transformation so that customers can be more agile, efficient, resilient,
and secure. The Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange protects thousands of customers from cyberattacks and data loss
by securely connecting users, devices, and applications in any location. Distributed across more than 150 data
centers globally, the SSE-based Zero Trust Exchange is the world’s largest inline cloud security platform.
Learn more at zscaler.com or follow us on Twitter @zscaler.
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